
Get excited because … 

Truth is Truth! 
 

There are laws of the universe happening all around us, 

everyday … whether we know about them, understand them, 

believe them or not. For example, take the law of gravity. You 

may not understand it or believe it but the moment you take a 

step off your roof-top and plummet to the ground you will 

know irrefutably that the law of gravity is a truth and cannot be 

denied. What about 2 + 2? We can hypothesise, calculate and 

debate but every time, no matter which way you look at it, 2 + 2 

= 4! It’s not a guess and it’s not up for debate … it’s truth! 

Success is the same. I want you to feel excited and never be 

discouraged again because, just like 2 + 2, there is a predictable 

formula for success … it is truth. Follow the formula and you 

will be successful, it’s that simple … are you excited? 

 

Well, maybe you’d be more excited if you knew what the formula was! So here is my version of 

the predictable, universal and totally truthful formula for success;  

 

Success = A Dream + Passion + A Plan + Accountability + Daily Action + Time 

 

I was listening to an audio recording recently and the speaker, Andy, was 

talking about an experience he had when he was 11 years old. He saw an 

awesome tent in a Sears & Roebuck catalogue and decided he wanted to 

have it. It had a floor, windows and could fit at least 5 kids in it. He was 

excited and passionate so immediately went to his dad and asked, ‘Dad, I 

just saw the most awesome tent in the Sears & Roebuck catalogue and I 

love it and want it so badly … could I please get it for my birthday?’ His 

father thought about it for a few seconds and said, ‘No!’ Just as Andy’s 

bottom lip started quivering and as he was about to dissolve into a 

tantrum his dad said, ‘however … you can have it before your birthday.’ 

 

Andy jumped up and down in a state of fervour for a few minutes and then after he settled 

down he excitedly asked his father, ‘when can we go and pick it up?’ His dad said, ‘we can go as 

soon as you have the money!’  As Andy was describing the situation he explained how he went 

from the heights of euphoria to the depths of despair in a heartbeat. ‘That’s not fair,’ he said to 

his dad. ‘Yes, that’s fair,’ his dad replied, ‘you’ll learn it soon enough …that’s life. When you have 

the money you can buy whatever you want.’ 

 

His dad then did something that helped Andy see the truth. He sat down with his son at the 

kitchen table and planned out how many lawns mowed and cars washed would earn Andy 

 

 



enough money to buy the tent. Andy got up from his planning session feeling excited again 

because he knew he had the tent! It was no longer a hope or a wish … it was truth. All he had to 

do was get into action and that’s what he did. He walked the streets, knocked on doors, offered 

his car washing and lawn mowing services and some people said yes! 

 

Whenever he had questions he asked his dad, whenever he felt like it was too hard he thought 

about playing in the tent with his friends and he kept going for as long as it took to achieve the 

goal. Finally he had his tent ... it was not luck, it was not a surprise, it was truth. He followed the 

formula and he got the predictable outcome … success! 

 

What do you need to apply the success formula to? 
Why was Andy successful? Simple, he had a dream that he was passionate about. With the help 

of his dad he developed a specific plan to achieve that dream. He got into action and he kept 

going with the support of his father. Over time and with focus and persistence he predictably 

created the result he wanted. 

 

I would like to declare that you never need to be anxious or 

discouraged again. Whatever you are doubting, struggling with or 

fearful of … need not stop you any longer. Just apply the success 

formula to that particular area of your life and you will get your 

desired result … that is the truth! 

 

Do you want to do something about your poor health? Simple … just 

use the success formula. Decide what you want (dream) and get passionate about achieving it. 

Find a mentor (a friend or trainer) to help develop a realistic eating and exercise plan and keep 

you accountable. Take action and follow the plan everyday - no matter how you feel. Keep going 

until success is yours. There’s no need to doubt or be discouraged because that’s the truth! 

 

How’s your book going? How’s your business travelling? How are your savings growing? Are you 

concerned? There’s no need to be … success is yours if you apply the formula and follow the 

universal truth. Get clear about what you want to achieve (dream). Make a list of the reasons 

why achieving it will create a deep driving passion in you. Find a mentor to help you develop a 

plan and stay accountable to your dream. Start acting today – not tomorrow – and keep writing, 

keep building and keep saving each and every day until that dream is no longer a dream. Keep 

going and predictably it will become an amazing reality. 

 

Get rid of discouragement and fear … both are erroneously created through 

our own imagination and perception of the situation. They are not truth! Truth 

is the law of gravity and 2+2=4 … they cannot be questioned, they are non-

negotiable certainties. So to your success in the endeavour you are currently 

pursuing. All you need to do is apply the success formula; Success = A Dream + 

Passion + A Plan + Accountability + Daily Action + Time. Then get excited 

because by simply following this formula you will get the result you desire. 

That’s not guess-work … that is absolute truth!  
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